
2/25-Got an early (4:50) start this a, 

, FEB 25 197" 
m. ene :::ot so wraopu ,.:. up iH my writin 
let -il sleep ionc;or than she had 

wantej. 30, 	wiL'o a bit later leav- 
ing an: j, heard the beginning of CBS 
a.m.TV news. Bernard halt again took 
his own independent line from !eking, 
as he had in the "special" of which 
told yoo ihis time it was on freedom 
of correspondents' hovusent. it is 
real. They have been able to see dip-
lomats of other countries withou 
retraint-,hvae been able to pick and 
go on their own side trips, one he 
specified is of a man who wanted to 
know how it is to take a bus ride in c 
hina! I think there have been severa: 

cases of this kind of thing. Coiling-
wood on CBS in another. It loads me t( 
to believe that the censorship and 
line is not so much net policy as 
the individual's belief of what is 
expected of him, what ha thinks will 
best serve his interest in the fut-
ure, or his own preconceptions0 
tell you these things in the belief t: 
that most Ameicans if not most 
people outside Russian and the more 
underdeveloped countries will be 

gettiny their opinions fixed not by 
the printed press but by the electro-
nic, I haven't heard/seen any NBC 
stuff, but I have the last 5/8 of 
Today turned on in case they go to 
China, live or taped, for it also 
saes interest me....I got a bit 
further in l',11 on Mao0 I suppose that 
there is a subconscious self-defense 
that accounl.s feu some or it. Some 
I find hard to believe, like I'42,o 
wanting a Russianexpert to correct 
any errors in hunts  interpretations 
of 1.arx, and, some an incredible self-
reflection of insensitivity in areas 
where ha recognised ide::nticall errors 
by Stalin, or at least in retro-
spect says he did. H 


